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Travelport and Umbrella streamline rail bookings via its DB RailMaster rail
reservation booking
28 September 2017
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Travelport (NYSE: TVPT), a leading travel commerce platform and Umbrella, one of the leading
Swiss travel tech companies have today announced the additional functionality of automated
traveller profile data transfer into Travelport’s dedicated rail booking tool for Deutsche Bahn,
DB RailMaster.
When booking rail, agents traditionally had to manually transfer the customer’s data, including
seating preferences and BahnCard details from Umbrella Faces into Travelport’s DB RailMaster.
Further driving agency efficiency, this new enhancement replaces the previously lengthy and
inefficient manual process with real-time, fully automated synchronization of traveller data
between both systems. Leading to faster and error free rail booking experiences for agents.
Dieter Rumpel, Travelport‘s Managing Director Germany & Switzerland, commented: “This
project is another way Travelport in close cooperation with Umbrella are developing frictionless
paths to better ways of working for agents. The automated transfer of profile data provides a
real time save for agencies, saving their valuable time so they can focus on providing an
excellent customer’s service to travellers.”
Helmut Pilz, Vice President Business Development at Umbrella: “Our solutions are well
established in the industry and are designed to optimise profile management in the corporate
travel. We are certain that this upgrade will be appreciated by the users on a daily basis.”

Umbrella Faces, is fully customised web-based travel management system that gives travel
agencies and TMCs access to a master database of traveller profiles, allowing them to modify the
customers’ profiles.

About Umbrella
Since more than 20 years Umbrella is a successful travel tech company, based in Wetzikon near Zurich.
Umbrella Faces is a globally leading profile management solution which corporate travel agencies and major
enterprises work with in over 60 countries

About Travelport
Travelport is the technology company which makes the experience of buying and managing travel continually
better. It operates a travel commerce platform providing distribution, technology, payment and other
solutions for the global travel and tourism industry. The company facilitates travel commerce by connecting
the world’s leading travel providers with online and offline travel buyers in a proprietary business-to-business
(B2B) travel platform.
Travelport has a leading position in airline merchandising, hotel content and distribution, car rental, mobile
commerce and B2B payment solutions. The company also provides IT services to airlines, such as shopping,
ticketing, departure control and other solutions. With net revenue of over $2.5 billion in 2018, Travelport is
headquartered in Langley, U.K., has over 3,700 employees and is represented in approximately 180 countries
and territories.
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